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create numerous original designs. Artie owns over 80 world patents and 
possesses the passion to make every outdoor space unique. We have an 
experienced research and development department and skilled crafts-
men. Our designs are manufactured under very strict quality control 
policies and procedures and each product goes through many inspec-
tions,” Wong says.

The company is not only dedicated to providing comfort and lifestyle 
pleasures for its customers, it is also an eco-warrior where the environ-
ment is concerned. Using eco-friendly material for its furniture, Isofu’s 
products are mainly made from hand-woven synthetic wicker.

“Our company is aware of the need to be green thus we hope that 
people can decorate their outdoor space while reducing the use of tim-
ber. Synthetic wicker is a good option as it is lightweight, easier to weave 
into different shapes and patterns, and is available in many colours. 
Maintenance for outdoor furniture using synthetic wicker is also easy. 
In addition, all the material we use to produce outdoor furniture is 
non-toxic,” says Wong.

The company’s outdoor furniture comes in various sizes, designs, 
forms and colour to fulfil every need depending on the space. Besides 
enhancing the atmosphere of outdoor living space, Wong points out 
that such furniture can help break the monotonous layout of the land-
scape.

Taking outdoor cooking seriously
Committed to providing customers the highest standard in furniture, 
each product by Isofu is a handmade masterpiece by skilled profession-
als. The company pays close attention to every aspect of its production 
process from design to choosing the best materials and weaving and 
stitching methods.

The biggest challenge for Asian homes is usually the limited space, 
as outdoor living areas vary for different homes and apartments. Wong 
recommends customers who are residing in condominiums to select 
from the Lotus Dining, Salima Q and Anantara range as the furniture 
are petite and would fit homes with a small balcony. 

Some popular items offered by Isofu consist of the Mushroom set, Dy-
nasty Bean Swing and Lotus 1-Seat Swivel Sofa with coffee table.

“With more than 100 outdoor furniture designs to choose, from 
single outdoor accessories including a planter box, shower and push 
cart, to balcony set and occasional tables and chairs as well as outdoor 
sofa set, there is always something to suit your outdoor spaces from 
Isofu,” Wong notes.

With the ever-changing tropical weather in Malaysia, each piece of 
outdoor furniture by Isofu comes with a minimum of three years war-
ranty on manufacturer’s defects. 
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H
omeowners are generally willing to spend a lot of money 
and time selecting the best interior furnishing for their 
home. Unfortunately, not many of them take the initiative 
to decorate their outdoor spaces.

Some of the best decorated exteriors can be seen at 
holiday resorts and villas when we go on vacations, and most of us 
would have secretly wished that our own outdoor furnishing could look 
half as good. Unlike in the past, outdoor decor is no longer limited to 
landscaping, but it encompasses a wide range of furniture, accessories 
and more.

Thankfully, there are suppliers who are offering ways to make that 
dream come true for Malaysian homes. With a little budget and some 
creativity, just about anyone can transform their backyard, balcony or 
front lawn. One company helping homeowners to do so is Tabula Rasa, 
based in Bukit Pantai in Kuala Lumpur, which promotes its products on 
its own web-store.

“We specialise in designer furniture for both indoors and outdoors and 
we are always on the lookout for new innovative products which aren’t 
really featured in the Malaysian market yet. We source our furniture from 
all around the region such as Indonesia, Thailand, Taiwan and China,” 
says James Buckley, managing director of Canazaro Capital Sdn Bhd, the 
parent company of Tabula Rasa.

Its portfolio focuses on form as well as function, with many of its out-
door sets designed to fit together to form aesthetic structures that save 
space while beautifying home exteriors. Perfect for smaller homes and 
condominiums, the collection comes in various shapes and sizes to suit 
every taste and space configuration.

Buckley got the inspiration for Tabula Rasa with his partner Christie 
Ng from their 15 years of working experience in Hong Kong, where they 
spent many hours outdoors. Returning to Malaysia, Buckley and Ng found 
a lack of options catering to their interest. 

Venturing into business, the two sought to bring to Malaysia the type 
of outdoor furnishings that they had looked for.

“We are a new company so we are still building our portfolio and col-
lections. We find it encouraging that interest in our products is picking 
up. We were initially unsure about doing this as an online business as we 
don’t have a showroom. But we realise that by saving on the overheads of 
maintaining a showroom, we can pass on the savings to our customers,” 
Buckley points out.

So far, the Malaysian market has proven to be more receptive towards 
the product ranges that he had in mind compared to Hong Kong, with 
apartment balcony sizes here on average larger than their Hong Kong 
counterparts. With the introduction of Tabula Rasa, they hope to encour-
age more Malaysians to embrace their outdoor space.

Embracing the 
great outdoors

Transform outdoor spaces into your 
own oasis with aesthetic, functional and 

eco-friendly outdoor furniture

LEFT:
Tabula Rasa’s 
furniture sets are 
compact and can 
be easily stored 
away 

BOTTOM: 
Dine outdoors with 
the Isofu Delrey set

Tabula Rasa’s outdoor 
stackable furniture 

Entertain outdoors in style 
with Isofu’s Bamboo booth

Isofu’s Marabel lounge chairs

The majority of its customers currently comprises a mixture of young 
Malaysians and expatriates. The duo’s focus is on quality furniture sets 
made from waterproof synthetic rattan supported by aluminium frames, 
which provide superb durability when used outdoors without compro-
mising on portability.

Creating a unique outdoor space
Functional outdoor furnishing can go a long way towards enhancing and 
complementing the environment of outdoor living. As such, owners of 
bungalows, semi-detached and large condominiums with spacious balcony 
and patio space would undoubtedly find a need to decorate the area with 
sets of comfortable and beautiful outdoor furniture. 

In fact, exterior decor is a great way to add charm and personality to the 
property for anyone who wants to make the most out of outdoor space. As 
such, Isofu has collaborated with top international designers to bring the 
outdoor living experience to its customers.

Isofu sales manager Nicole Wong points out that the company’s close 
affiliation with China-based furniture house Artie Garden International 
Ltd brought about fresh ideas for contemporary design furniture to the 
local market. 

“Isofu is the exclusive Malaysian distributor for the award-winning Art-
ie’s furniture, which works closely with an international design team to 

Tabula Rasa’s Cleopatra would 
fit well in homes with large  

backyards


